Case Study/

Kent House - NHS CSU
Ashford
“Godfrey Syrett need to be complimented upon
their customer focus and service which has been
outstanding from pre-installation site visits; to the
logistics of delivery on our specified dates; installation: and, post – installation evaluation.
We would therefore highly recommend Godfrey
Syrett as a leading provider of office furnishings
which are stylish but practical, are comfortable,
and offer extremely good value for your pound!”
Brydon Malcolm
Senior Associate - Estates

The Project

Our Solution

We have recently supplied and
installed a selection of office and
breakout furniture to offices, meeting
rooms and staff room areas at Kent
House. Following an expansion
into 2 new floors; the building now
brings together services from across
the South East in a regional hub.
Competing against a number of
furniture suppliers; we were awarded
the tender for the project to supply
NHS Kent House on the basis of our
experience and vast product offering,
consistently scoring higher on each
evaluation.

The CSU wanted to create a vibrant,
modern yet functional office space
that their staff could enjoy and take
pride in. It was very important for
them to create the right environment
through their choice of furnishings
and colour. Our Key Accounts
Manager Maxine, worked closely
with the client to identify the best
solutions for their requirements. We
worked with the client to manage the
project; conducting pre-installation
site visits, coordinating delivery to
their specific dates, and carrying
out a post-installation evaluation.
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Project Overview
Contract Value
£56,000
Furniture Supplied
Desking, storage, task
seating, meeting tables,
breakout furniture

GS Products
»»Align
»»Trend
»»Stanzo
»»Retrieve
»»Solar
»»Alto 100
»»Genoa
»»Mariquita
»»Portal screens

Established in 1947; we have almost 70 years’ experience in providing
furniture solutions to clients throughout the UK. With 2 manufacturing sites
in the North East of England dedicated to panelling and upholstery; we’re
a true British manufacturer and a proud supporter of the Made in Britain
campaign. Continued investment in our capabilities ensures we are always
at the forefront of market trends.

